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upon the impropriety of
excluding metaphysical questions from the domain of science, proceeds in the above-mentioned essay to discuss the interesting ques-

between human sensation and its normal
No resemblance is predicable, maintains M. Binet, between the perceptions of consciousness and the
bodies that exist beyond us. Doctrines enunciating such resemblance, the author declares fallacious, and terms them " crude and
naive realisms." This fallacy, however, is widely prevalent in
science.
Physicists and philosophers still hold that the definitive
explanation of natural phenomena is a mechanical explanation,
wherein the concepts of mass and force are the ultimate and fundamental data. They fail to recognize, in this, the purely subjec-
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nomena

sensation

thus, they explain the
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of a vibration
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merely substituting, thereby, a visual
This leads the author to

an auditory sensation.
supreme importance of the

for

discuss the

visual sense in the investi-

;
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more precise
phenomenon

recently observed in

moon

and the strange light-phethe neighborhood of Saturn.

the temperature of the
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by Wheelbarrow, touching the doctrines of
Henry George, have evoked much comment and discussion.
The
main bulk of the correspondence relative to this question, remains
still unpublished
showing the wide-spread interest taken in the
subject, and the undoubted popularity of Mr. George's theories.
The main endeavor of our correspondents seems directed towards
demonstrating Wheelbarrows ignorance and misunderstanding of
the great economist's position.
This Wheelbarrow seeks to refute
in a letter in No. 82.
criticisms

;

gation of
is

phenomena

held forth

;

the possibility of a purely auricular science

the author shows that the ear, by noting the qualities

;

of sound, can solve numericai problems.

Thus, the progression of

human knowledge is accompanied by a progresion of human capabilities.
The future will transform our sciences it may transform
;

our senses.
Sensation and the
granted,

an

different.

ternal objects

phenomena
But does

it

of the external world,

traversing the wire of a telephone

it

is

follow that knowledge of ex-

therefore impossible

is

?

The

electrical

phenomenon

bears no resemblance to the

spoken words thrown against the mouth-piece in the shape of airwaves no more so than does sensation the external object. Yet
is communication by means of a telephone impossible ?
Are not
the spoken words reproduced at the other end of the line in sub;

stantially the

form

is all

form

that

is

in

which they were received ? Preservation of
and this is possible even where there

necessary

;

no superficial resemblance. It is a contradiction to demand
that knowledge should be other than it is.
Cognition does not,
and need not, go beyond sensation.
In Numbers 82 and 83 two interesting letters appear, discussing questions raised by the articles of Dr. G. M. Gould upon
Dreams, Sleep, and Consciousness practical studies upon the
is

—

psychology of consciousness.
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article
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MAKING BREAD DEAR.
BY WHEELBARROW.

In the last number of The Open Court I find a
formidable criticism by a " Sympathizer " who reproves

me

as a "

" paralyzing the efforts

would be reformer,"

who would

of those

gladly aid the

of society to attain a better hold

on

The

first

witness offered by Sympathizer for the

who

know

"

any combination to make wheat or flour high."
Sympathizer
went to the wrong farmer. He should have gone to
one of those grateful farmers who sent a memorial to
the very forestaller I complained of, thanking him for
raising the price of wheat by working a " corner " in
which hundreds of men were "squeezed" into poverty,
the prime article of life bewitched, and the hunger of
I assert that any agency is imthe poor increased.
moral which obstructs the natural ebb and flow of the
tide running up and down between the producer and
the consumer, that healthy, navigable stream which is
called " supply and demand." It is an immoral agency
that by conspiracy or cunning raises the price of bread
to the hod-carrier, or lowers the price of wheat to the
defense

is

a farmer,

did not

of

farmer.
It is

a mistake that the farmer's pa}'

cents per da}^

not prove
friend,

I

it

Statistics

because

it

may
is

is

only 82

say that, but they can-

not true.

Sympathizer's

suppose, meant a net income of 82 cents a da}'

over and above

all

expenses.

moving

It

must

also be a mis-

compete
have not yet seen any farmers who
desire to trade ploughs for wheelbarrows.
If the
statement were true it would prove that agriculture
had become the weak, attenuated base of American
existence, and our social fabric would topple over,
splitting itself to pieces in the fall like an iceberg in

take that farmers are

with shovelers.

I

"There

the contrary,

into the city to

is
if

is

who

a miller

we

The honesty

we take we

of millers is proverbial,

of flour for twenty-five cents,
of that,

to

On

are satis-

but

I

think

test of cross-exami-

Did the witness mean that he made a barrel

nation.

mean

millers.

get twenty-five cents per barrel for

testimony will not stand the

this

testified as fol-

no combination among

the use of our mill and the risk
fied."

As

them.

;

The next witness
lows,

At first I was disposed to regret my article "Making Bread Dear" if the tendency of it was to such a
mischievous result; but on reflection I saw that it had
worked the other way; and I felt rather proud that it
had not been without a good effect on Sympathizer.
It aroused him.
It moved
It did not paralyze him.
him so strongly that he investigated the evils I denounced. He examined my accusations and answered

I

than he ought to be

humbler members
life."

cts.

admit that the farmer is much poorer
I admit that he is the victim
of numerous legalized extortions, but as he seems
to enjoy them, and fears that they may be lifted from
him, I will try to bear /ns poverty with resignation,
although I have no patience with my own.
the sea.

AN ANSWER TO THE CRITICISM OF "A SYMPATHIZER"

Yea

and also his

taxes,

paying his workmen out
" Or did he

and insurance?

was twenty-five cents a barrel ?
the " combination," I fear that Sympathizer's

that his profit

miller has npt yet got the key t6

it.

According

to the

journals published in the milling interest, negotiations

have been for several months in progress looking to a
combination of the big millers to freeze out the little
ones, and abolish that "fierce competition."
I have
no doubt that the conspiracy will eventually succeed.

The next witness was a man who testified for the
Board of Trade. He was not himself a member of the
Board but he knew all about its machinery and
methods. He was one of those exasperating witnesses
who know too much, and hoodoo the side that calls
them. It will be necessary now to bring on a real
member of the Board to contradict or explain the testimony of Sympathizer's friend. His evidence verified
my complaint, and showed that the price of bread ra?!
be artificiall)' raised by "operations" on the Board of
Trade. Nothing can be more cold-hearted and selfish
than the following testimony: " The speculator operates
to make money.
He buys hoping for a rise, or he sells
for future delivery hoping for a decline."
Let Sympathizer read that sentence carefully and he will see
that it springs from the ethics of the "pit" where conscience is drugged and stupefied. Let him bear in mind
that the "speculator" spoken of "operates" on the
bread of the poor; I say the bread of the poor because
bread is literally the staff of life to the working man,
while it is a trifling element in the rich man's bill of
fare.

What

is

it

that the speculator buys " hoping for a

THE OPEN COURT.
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rise?
in

Wheat! Just think

of a

man

wasting his religion

praying for a rise in the price of wheat! This,

too,

Or to sell
sometimes three months long.
hoping for a decline.'' " What a perverted moral instinct it must be that prompts a man
to hope that the value of an article will diminish after
he has sold it to his neighbor. Is it really true that
no man can prosper unless at the expense of others ?
The defense is as bad as the offense. Here is the
in a prayer

'

for future delivery

explanation

;

The

speculator sold at a stated price

which he did not have, but
which he must buy before the day agreed on to deliver
it. For instance, on the first day of May, Peter sold Paul
one hundred thousand bushels of wheat at one dollar
per bushel to be delivered on the 30th day of June. Peter
doesn't own a bushel of wheat but has two months in
which to buy it. He spends the two months in praying that wheat may fall to seventy-five cents a bushel.
His prayers are granted, and he buys the hundred
thousand bushels of wheat for seventy-five thousand
He delivers them to Paul and demands and
dollars.
receives from him a hundred thousand dollars for the
wheat. He cares nothing for the fact that the wheat
is not worth what he takes for it, nor for the further
for future delivery that

fact that

Peter

the

may be

twenty-five thousand

dollars

won by

the measure of Paul's ruin.

Not only do the "operators" pray for those unnatwork for them, and effect
them. Here is the confession of sympathizer's witural prices, but they also

ness

:

"If the price

is

for the

moment higher than any

market subject to artificial derangement, the poor
always pay for a speculative margin which
the baker must keep on the price of bread to protect
him from a possible rise in flour. Every man who handles the wheat from the time it leaves the farm until
it is sold in the form of bread, is compelled to insure
a

man must

himself against a possible speculative inflation of

mony

where the measure
the measure of another man's

heartless form,
is

the apology that " their influence

dom
three

I

months ago did actually

in the city of

if

narj'

What

peaceful seas."

essary to their amiable

Fancy Captain Kidd on

and that he

is

is

raise the price of

bread

New York

are well reor excuse

it

further testimony

is

nec-

and benevolent character
scuttling ships.

?

Sym-

called in as a witness to character.

is well acquainted with the defendmerely an inoffensive pirate; that
he did not scuttle all the ships on the ocean " as he
sailed, as he sailed," but only a few of them; and that

was so

his "influence

brief as to not affect the price of

the product to the actual consumer."

Suppose

a

gang

of pirates should raid

Lake Mich-

igan for'a few days, plunder ships, and destroy them,

swoop down upon Chicago and carry off rich booty,
would Symnathiser comfort the victims of the raid by
the assurance that the influence of the pirates "

next to nil"

Sympathizer says that
interest in the increase of

I

have no right to claim an

my

suppose, in the expansion of
as a wheeler of earth

than

my

I

country's wealth, nor,
its glory.

He

can do no niore " in that line

"

That

only ask wages in proportion to the rank

is

true,

of

my wheelbarrow in the

and which perhaps are not yet in existence. This
kind of speculation does not equalize the temperature
of prices, and make a fair average one month with
another between the producer and the consumer. In

industrial forces

I

I

says that

predecessor did a thousand j'ears ago.

and

is

?

does not

party,

so brief, they sel-

coal barons of

trial for

own and the buyer does not want; things which are
not now and never will be in the possession of either

seller

In reply to

loss.

Sympathiser's witness tells us that "corners " are
merety " episodes." He says: "They are like raids in
the rear of an army or piratical excursions over ordi-

ant,

which the

is

you can.

he

tion on the prices of things

its
most
one man's gain

who levied a tax on all consumers of coal,
membered still. Answer that, explain it,

testifies that

a very different thing to the specula-

The

Chicago.

He

is

of

fact that the great " corner " of

offer the

pathiser's friend

monied risk"

details of his

product to the actual con-

affect the price of the

sumer,"

and thus effect the price downward. If
he thinks it too low, he will buy in the market, and
thus influence the market upward. The opinions thus
backed by monied risk, are much superior to the ex
parte notion of Wheelbarrow, or any other person who
merely stands off and looks on."
I do not see the superiority of those opinions to
mine, for they are the very same opinions that I myself expressed. I complained that rich operators could
affect the market, and effect the rise or fall of wheat by the
aid of money. What is gambling but "opinions backed
by monied risk ? " That expression is a plagiarism
from the invitation of the man who runs the wheel of
" Step forward, gentlemen, and
fortune at the races.
back your own opinions."
Manufacturing or Commercial industry "backed by

The

Sympathizer's witness.

of

testimony reveal commercial business in

individual trader's opinion of the real price, he will
offer for sale,

its

and the consumer pays the insurance.
The witness did not deny that " corners " were
operated by rich men on the Board of Trade. He not
only admitted it but gave examples of its vicious and
gambling character. I submit my case on the testiprice,

The wealth

scale of productive activities.

the product of all its
working together. Let us suppose
that of this product the wheelbarrow contributes one
part, the jackplane two parts, the trowel three, the
plough four, the yardstick five, and so on up to the
of a country is

THE OPEN
banker's ready reckoner, which
shall the banker's share

we represent
them

In twenty years the product of

as ten.

has doubled

all

;

be twenty, the merchant's ten,

the farmer's eight, the trowel's six, the jackplane's
four,

and the wheelbarrow's only one.

my rank in the scale of
my share of the increase.

proportion to
entitled to

holder in the

my

Bank

of Industry,

and

I

insist that in

I

I am
am a stockam entitled to

production
I

dividends in proportion to the stock

I

hold.

If

I

did not wheel earth somebody else would have to do

perhaps the bricklayer, or the clerk, or the mermust be
done. When in the great lottery of life the duty of
doing it, fell to me, I bore upon my shoulders men of
greater skill to work at higher trades than mine.
Without me to stand on, they must have worked upon
I am willing that the man who cona lower plane.
it,

chant, or the banker, for wheeling of earth

tributes five talents to the capital stock shall receive

another

over and above.

five

per cent, reward to him
three, or
I

bury

it

two

talents,

who

but

I

I

envy not the hundred

has contributed four, or

insist that

not in the ground, but throw

my
it

one

talent,

into the

if

com-

mon

fund, shall be doubled in honor like the rest.
While other men grow up with the country must
I stand still ?
As I cannot release myself from duty
to my country, neither can any other man justly deprive me of my share in its greatness and its growth.
You can no more justly deprive me of my share in the

increase of national riches than of

my

increase of national freedom, for which

many

battles.

Have

I

no inheritance

share in the
I

in the

fought in
legacy of

Did the great inventors and discoverers
leave me nothing when they died ? As well tell me
that Shakespere, Goethe, Plato, Newton, Bacon, left
me nothing. I am heir of all the men whose genius
the past

?

COURT.
When

I
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demand cheap

bread,

I

do not wish

prive the farmer, the miller, or the

Board

of

to de-

Trade

man, or anybody who contributes to its production
and distribution, of his deserved reward. Everybody
who does work for the benefit of society is employed
Bread, it is
in his own way to make bread cheap.
true, under special conditions, with a given amount of
labor and its machinery, cannot be cheaper than the
legitimate wages of its producers.
But its price is
often increased by additional taxes levied upon it by
industrial " pirates " that intervene between the legitimate distributors. Theirs is that making bread dear
of which I spoke.
Let us unite against the common enemies of society.
Every honest calling is productive of some
The honest
good.
It makes life easier and better.
business of the Board of Trade, as Sympathizer explains, is to equalize the price of wheat and facilitate
its journey from the farm to the laborer in the city.
That appears to me to be a useful work and I can see
how it may tend toward "making bread cheap. From
what I had heard of Sympathizer's article, I expected
a complete refutation, but I think he strengthens my
position.
I see clearer than ever that " making bread
dear" is a crime.

THE HISTORY OF THE VEDIC EPOCH.
BY PROF.

H.

OLDENEERG.

Concerning the Vedic poems, the question arises,
what do we know of the history of India in the
age which produced them? Where does the possibility

here begin of fixing events chronologicallj'

?

In that part of the province of history in which this
precision

is

lacking, can any determinate lines of an-

other sort be drawn

?

which

has multiplied the moral and material riches of the

Of

world.

Every other man is co-heir with me in the
great inheritance, and every woman too.
Sympathizer kindly advises that if my Wheelbarrow wages is too low, I turn my attention to the Bar,
the Pulpit, or the Press.
This is like the physician
who advertised advice gratis to the poor, and when
they came for it, recommended them to try the climate
and the waters of Baden-Baden. Does Sympathizer
know of any wealthy congregation in want of a

we speak

preacher of

which the history of the Israelitic nation is recounted
in the Old Testament, the Vedas afford us no testimony. A succession of events clearly united with one
another, the presence of energetic personalities, whose
aspirations and achievements we can understand, momentous struggles for the institution and security of
these are things of which nothing
civil government
We may add that there are things which
is told to us.
seem to have existed in Ancient India less than in any

my

peculiar faith?

Let it not be thought that my censures were aimed
at the Board of Trade as a corporation, or at its members as a class. They were aimed at certain methods
practiced by certain men within the privileges and opportunities of the Board, methods which are confessed
and condemned by S3'mpathizer and his witnesses.
Many of the most honorable, generous, and useful men
in this community are members of the Board of Trade;
men whose friendship any man may be proud to enjoy.

a history of ancient India in the sense in
of the history of

Rome,

or in the

manner

in

—

The more we know of the hismore it appears like an incohechance occurrences. These occurrences

other civilized nation.

tory of this people the
rent

mass

of

and significant sense
and conscious national
purpose imparts to its doings. Only in the history of
thought, and especially of religious thought, do we
tread, in India, upon solid ground. Of a history in any
other sense we can here scarcely speak. And a peoare wanting in that firm bearing

which the power

of a willing

THE;
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who has no
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history, has of course no written his-

among soundly organized

In those eras in which,
nations,

interest

in

the

past

and

connection

its

with the struggles and sufferings of the present
awakes, when the Herodotuses and Fabiuses, the narrators of that

centuries,

in

that

great

time-measurer,

which has happened, are wont

to arise,

B. C. (according to another reckoning 1391 B. C).

Unfortunately, the belief that in this

and philosophical speculation. In all occurrences
was seen but one aspect, namely, that they were transitory; and everything transitory was recognized, we
may not say as a simile, yet as something absolutely
worthless, an unfortunate nothing, from which the
sage was bound to divert his thoughts.

are to be acquired

ical

how fully we must renounce
when the question is
which the little we know of the

can thus easily see

our hopes of an exact
raised as to the time to

result,

outer vicissitudes of the ancient

Hindu

must
which the

tribes

be assigned, and, especially, as to the time in
great literary remains of the Veda and the changes
which it wrought in the Hindu world of thought be-

The

might serve toward definitely
answering these questions of chronology lists of
kings with statements of the duration of each reign
is wholly wanting for the Vedic period.
Of early
times at least no such lists have been handed down to
us; there are no traces indeed that such ever existed.
The later catalogues, however, which have been fabricated in the shops of the Indian compilers, can today no more be taken into consideration as the basis
long.

starry

There was found in a work, classed as one of the
Vedas, an astronomical statement which has served as
The result attained
a basis for such computations.
was that this particular poem dated from the year 1181

the literary activity of India was absorbed in theolog-

We

the

heavens.

torical works.

basis that

—

had

to

way

certain data

vanish quickly enough.

It

was soon found out that the Vedic statement is not
sufficient to afford any tenable basis for astronomical

Thus it remains that for the times of
Vedas there is no fixed chronological date. And to
an}' one who knows of what things the Hindu authors were wont to speak, and of what not, it will be
tolerably certain, that even the richest and most unexcomputations.
the

texts, though they may
knowledge in other respects, will in
respect make no changes whatever.

pected discoveries of new
vastly extend our
this

There are two great events

in the history of India

with which this darkness begins to be dispelled

— the

one approximately, and the other accurately, referable
to an ascertainable point of time.
These are the advent of Buddha and the contact of the Hindus with
the Greeks under Alexander the Great and his successors.

That

Hindus to ask the "when" of events,
is shown very clearly by the fact, that no expression was
in current use by which any year but the present was

was the old Buddhistic communities in Inbegan the work of gathering up the connected traditions within historical memory, seems
certain.
At least this corresponds with the apparent
and accepted course of events. To Vedic and Brahmanical philosophy all earthly fortunes were absolutely worthless
a
vanity of vanities; and over
against them stood the significant stillness of the Eternal, undisturbed by any change.
But for the followers of Buddha, there was a point at which this Eternal

distinguishable from any other year.

entered the world of temporal things, and thus there

of earnest research, than the statements of the

chroniclers as to

King

Numa

how many

reigned.

years King

How

unusual

it

Roman

Romulus and
was in the Ve-

dic times for the

The

result of this for us,

for the science of

and likewise,

Ancient India,

centuries were and are practically

is

of course,

that those long

synonymous with

immeasurable time. The standard by which we are
accustomed to compute the distance of historical antecedence in our thoughts or imaginations, fail us in this
richly developed civilization as completely as in the
prehistoric domains of the stone age, or in the first
feeble glimmerings of human existence.
In fact, as
prehistoric research tries to

compute the duration

of

the past ages which have given to the earth's surface
its

the

form, so as to determine approximately the age of

human remains embedded

in

the strata of the

earth; so, in a similar way, the investigation of

Hindu

the

attempts to compute the age of
the Veda, has sought refuge in the gradual changes
that have imperceptibly taken place in the course of
poetry, in

its

it

dia that first

—

was

for

them a piece

of history

which maintained

its

place beside or rather directly within their religious
teachings.

Buddha and

This was the history of
the

life

of the

the advent of
communities founded by

him.

There is a firm recollection of the assemblies in
which the most honored and learned leaders of the
communities, and great bands of monks coming together from far and wide, determined weighty points
of doctrine and ritual.
The kings under i^hom
these councils were held are named, and the predecessors of these kings are mentioned even as far
back as the pious King Bimbisara, the contemporary
and zealous projiector of Buddha. Of the series of
kings which in this way have been fixed by the chronicles of the Buddhistic order, two figures are espeTschandragupta {i. e., the one procially prominent

THE OPEN COURT.
tected by the

to

Moon) and

Asoka (the

his grandson

Tsc/iaiidragt/pta is a personaht}' well

Painless).

known

Greek and Roman historians. They call him Sa?iand relate that after the death of Alexander

drokyptos,

the Great (in the year 323 B. C), he successfullj' op-

posed the power of the Greeks on their invasion into
India, and lifted himself from a humble position to
Asoka, on the other
that of ruler of a wide kingdom.
hand, is not mentioned by the Greeks but in one of
his inscriptions
by him were made the oldest inscriptions discovered in India, and these have been found
on walls and pillars in the most distant parts of the
peninsula he himself speaks of Antijoka, king of the
lona (lonians, i. e., Greeks), Antikina, Alikasandara,
and other Greek monarchs.*
Here at last a place 'is reached where the historical investigator of India reaches firm ground.
Events whose 3'ears and centuries as though they
occurred on another planet are not commensurable
with those of the earth, meet at this point with spheres
If
of events which we know and are able to measure.
we reckon back from the fixed dates of Tschandragupta and Asoka to Buddha and we have no grounds
for regarding the statements of time which we find respecting Buddhistic chronology as not at least approximately correct we find the year of the great
teacher's death to be about 480 B. C. His work therefore falls in the time at which the Greeks fought their
battles for freedom from Persian rule, and the fundamental lines of a republican constitution were drawn
;

—

—

—

—

learn in the chaos of this literature ever

in

Rome.

Buddha's life, however, marks the extreme limit at
which we maj' find even approximate dates. Beyond
this, through the long centuries which must have
elapsed from the beginning of the Rig Veda epoch to
that of

Buddha, the question

the succession of events

may speak

?

What

still

remains:

—the few events

of

What was
which we

the order in which the great strata

remains were formed ? We observe the relation which one text bears to the others which appear
to have previously existed; we follow the gradual
of literary

changes which the language has suffered, the blotting
out of old words and forms and the appearance of new
ones; we count the long and short syllables of the
verses so as to learn the imperceptible but strictlj' regular course by which their rhythms have been freed
from old laws of construction and subjected to new
forms; moving in a parallel direction with these linguistic and metrical changes we note the changes of
religious ideas, and of the contents as well as the external forms of intellectual and spiritual life. Thus we
Antiochas Theos; Antikina, Antigonos Gonatos; Alikasandara,
Alexander the Great, but Alexander of Epirus, son of Pyrof the Romans. All these princes reigned about the middle
of the third century B. C. Of Alexander the Great in India no traces have
been found, with the exception of a coin which bears his picture and his name.
*

Antijoka

to

course of development which has run through both.

Many

a path,

press

forward, has been

which research hoped
shown to be delusive
and worthless problems have had to be given up,
changed, and presented in different forms. But in its
For, in
last results the work has not been in vain.
respect to the Veda in particular, and the antiquities
of India in general, we have learned to recognize the
principal directions in which the tendencies of historto

it is

true, in

;

growth are to be traced.
the second century of Hindu research we can
scarcely expect discoveries similar to those which the
first has brought: such a sudden uprising of unusual,
But
broad, fruitful fields of historical knowledge.
we may still hope that the future of our science will
bring results of another sort no less rich the expla-

ical

From

—

nation of hitherto inexplicable phenomena, the trans-

formation of that which
is

half

is

known

into that

which

known.

fully

NO CREED BUT FAITH.
Bv

we understand

creed

summary

a

of the articles

and by faith a trustful confidence in
something or some one that we are convinced is good
and true. Creed is dogmatic faith is moral. The
creeds of the world are contained in the many Credos,
of religious belief,

;

in the doctrines of the different religions

shrined in

human

faith is the

quickening

The

religious

faith in the

faith is enletters

;

spirit.

problem

solution in the sentence

have

;

Creeds are dead

hearts.

:

of to-day will find its

simple

No

Let us

creed, but faith.

moral order of the world, the

faith of

a grain of mustard seed, and without swerving live

and grow accordingly. Let us have faith in our ideals
If we have no
of Truth and Beauty and Goodness.
faith,

tree

how

grow

Faith in

No

How

can our ideals be realized?
the seed be dead

if

Hebrew

credulity

is

is

can the

?

amiinah, which

means firmness.

wanted, but steadiness of character.

which is etymologically the
Faith in Greek is
same word as the Latin fides and the English faith.
The verb -w-thuv does not signify to believe, but to trust.
So long and in so far as Christianit}' was a living faith,
But as soon as
it was truly human and progressive.
Tr/'trr/f,

priestcraft prevailed

and identified creed with

religious spirit lost

its life

power, for

it

was

;

it

became

faith, the

a reactionary

fossilized into the letter that killeth

;

was enthroned as the
Not truth ascertainbasic virtue of a religious life.
able and verifiable by scientific investigation was acand instead

of faith credulity

is

o£ course, not

rhus, the

more surely

distinguish the old from the new, and understand the

—

—
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enemy

cepted as the basis of religion, but certain unveriand even absurd doctrines, which were established

fied

as self-evident axioms.

Science was pooh-poohed like
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Cinderella as worldly and ungodly, whereas by rights

should hold the torch to faith lest
path of superstition or other errors.
it

Three days

after the crusaders

it

walk

in

the

had taken Antioch

(June 3, 1098), Kerbogha, the Emir of Mosul, arrived
with an army which was in almost every respect, and
especially in numbers, superior to the Christians.

invested the city and cut

off

supplies.

all

He

Famine

and sickness caused great havoc, and many goodly
among them even prominent leaders, such as
Count Stephen of Blois, deserted in great despair.
The whole army seemed to be doomed to die by the
sword of the Moslem or to be starved. In this plight
Peter Bartholomew, a Provencal of low birth, came to
Count Raymond and declared that St. Andrew had
shown him the holy lance that had pierced the side
of Christ, and that it lay buried in St. Peter's Church
of Antioch.
The search began at once twelve men
dug a whole da}', and in the evening a lance was really
found not far from the altar. The lance being found,
the crusaders began to have confidence again. Under
the command of the circumspect and Brave Boemund,
they went out to do battle. Although worn out by
fatigue and famine, they were confident that the holy
lance would lead them to victory, and full of enthusiasm they beat the Emir so that his great army was
knights,

;

Ker

instance of the crusaders' victory over

bogha is an example of how powerful faith can
though closely interwoven with superstition.

be,

even

It

was

not the superstition, however, that gave strength to
the crusaders, but

the moral faculty of confidence

closely connected in this case with superstition. Great

minds can exercise the same self-control and perform
same deeds, even greater deeds, without the

the

assistance of superstition.

minds

onl}',

faith.

It is true, that

It

can be said of weak

that superstition serves as a support to
if

well directed,

child the self-cortfident strength of a

unto us

if

we mistake

it

can give to a

But woe

man.

superstition as genuine faith.

Our faith must not be blind, but rational it must
be based on exact knowledge, and it is our duty to
purify it by critique and to harmonize it with science.
;

The

reconciliation of moral ideals to knowledge, of

religious faith to science

Ever

day.

and

since

increase in

to

is

not of to-day nor of yester-

humanity has aspired to progress
wisdom as well as in power, there

has been a constant readjustment of the relation of
these two factors. The prophet Hosea says
:

* * *
ye children of Israel
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because thou
hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee."
'

'

Hear

It is

the v?ord of the Lord,

:

lack of knowledge, or as

we would now

say, of

soon scattered to the winds.

science, that threatens to be destructive. If our clergy

The story of the holy lance, it was soon discovered
by the more sober Normans, was an imposture, but
among the sanguine-minded Provencals the belief in
it had worked wonders of prowess and made the apparently impossible an actual fact.
There may be a living faith concealed in a foolish

do not cease to preach creed, if they oppose science
because it is in conflict with their creed, they will no
longer remain priests of the Almighty, /. c, of the moral

superstition.

It

is

not the error, not the superstition

that works wonders, but the faith that lives in

it.

No

no virtue, no strength, without at least a grain
of faith, be it ever so much mixed with false notions.
False notions are a disastrous ingredient in faith, and
unless in time discarded, they will and must lead into
danger. For weak souls, an alloy of truth and error
may serve as a substitute for pure truth but it is
truth alone that can make us strong and free.
Creed rarely can stand criticism, but faith can not
only endure and survive criticism, it should even invictory,

;

vite

Criticism

it.

never destroy

may
and

destroy

all

away our
purpose

ideals,

of life.

it

will

would take out of
It would take
our hopes, our aspirations, and the
Life would be empty and meaning-

faith,

if it

could,

it

that which alone gives value to

life

creeds, but

it.

less.

Christ said
"Verily

:

say unto you: If you have faith as a grain cf mustard
seed, you shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder

place and

you."

it

I

shall

remove

;

and nothing

shall

be impossible unto

power that leads humanity onward on the path
gress.

They

of pro-

will deteriorate into a caste of time-servers

and hypocrites, for they are lacking in the faith of the
grain of mustard seed, which is the power of growth
and progress.
Superstitions have under exceptional conditions, in
the days of man's childhood, served as substitutes for
faith; but
faith itself

They

we should

learn that they are not the living

nor do they add to the strength of

faith.

and its
nobility. Superstitions and the lack of knowledge will
ultimately lead to perdition.
On the other hand we
rather detract from

its

vigor, its purity,

sho.uld learn that our faith, our confidence in the truth

no means subverted if the superconnected therewith are recognized as illusions. Science of late has done away with
many errors which had grown dear to us, but it has
not and never will do away with our ideals of Truth,
Beauty, and Goodness. It has rather taught us the
laws according to which they can more and more be realized. Ideals evolve and change and, upon the whole,
they progress and are improved.
If the grain rots in the earth we no longer fear that
of

moral

ideals, is bj'

stitions incidentally

it is

lost.

We

now know

that the transformation

is

no

sign of decay but of growth and as the husks of our

THE ORKN
superstitious notions are breaking, a

which

new
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Now

faith bursts

joyous nature holds the vernal

And worships

be wider and broader, purer and
greater than all the old creeds with their narrow sectarian convictions. Dogmas will be forgotten, but Religion will remain.
All the creeds will die away, but
Faith will live forever.
p. c.
forth

will

O
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Sun, from

rite

thee beneath the cloudless sky,

whom

is life

and

all

delight

:

Yet one that loves thy bounty breathes a sigh
Ah, wherefore whisper, seeing

O

all

:

so bright,

Truth, that e'en by this the Sun shall die

?

TO JOHN BRIGHT.

THE

FRIAR.

BY LOUIS BELROSE, Jk.

Well

A

friar, still in

all his valiant life was bright
With noble deeds. He rent the cloud that hung
Heavy on England. Words upon his tongue
Took wings of fire that made the darkness light.

youth.

Enters the abbot's

cell

;

He

modestly begins
His misery to tell,
In hope confession

The pain
'

His love was

He

may

o£ heart dispel

In spite of

'

all

my

old

man

To

For union.

Of

of

mine

My

I fear,

there

There

is

pain would cease.
is

in life

no truth.
no peace

Old volumes in that cell
shelves were placed around.
The authors of them had
In past times tried to sound
The very depth of truth,
And found it too profound.

Now, through the books, methinks.
Compassion did resound.

The abbot wistfully
Gazed at him in his
silence long

Did
But

'

writ this doleful strain

Thou

look'st for

this,

our world,

In

;

in his thoughtful eyes

Was
'

pain.

and sad

his heart explain

all

:

peace and truth
in vain."

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

JR.

Sad is the flower, O Sun, that decks the way
Too soon while yet the wind of winter blows,
;

And blissful are the blossoms that unclose
Their tender petals to the warmth of May.
is

the soul,

Too soon

Who
Is

;

linger

O

Truth, that sees thy ray

and blest,
dreaming

we

let.

all,

must we forget

?

senates groveled at the throne

vile expedience, the

world knew yet

that durst call his soul his own.

the

Editor of

The Open Court: —

No

doubt The Open Court has received a surfeit of letters
defending or explaining the "Henry George doctrine, " but I desire to notice a phase of the question which has not received the
attention it deserves, viz., "That poverty is the result of man's
(?) he finds the only magic
wherewith to change the face of society."
This Calvinistic doctrine clashes with my sense of justice. As
I apprehend Wheelbarrow's "morality," it is a compound of foresight, economy, thrift, and industry.
If prosperity is the result of superior moral qualities, then the
morality of Jay Gould must be far greater than that of Wheelbarrow, and before Wheelbarrow presumes to teach morality, he
must prove by showing his vast possessions that he himself is
moral.
Jay Gould, not Wheelbarrow, ought to teach morality;
for is not his wealth the result of foresight, economy, thrift, and
industry ? Does this then not prove that he possesses in large degree, morality ?
To answer in the negative at once overthrows
Wheelbarrow's philosophy, for then it is readily .perceived that
prosperity, and its attendant possibilities, is not necessarily the
result of moral virtue.
" Ah, but we should be contented with our conditions, simply
striving to do right."
No sir, contentment is ignorance is conservatism a proWho dares preach contentment to the
gress-blighting philosophy.
father of a starving child ? Tell poverty to be shrewd, to gamble
upon what the iiiorro20 will bring forth ? Advise it to be economTo be
ical when its pressing necessities demand consumption ?
thrifty when it is bending every energy to relieve the hunger of
yesterday ? To be industrious when work at any price is looked
upon as a boon ?
We cannot teach morality, and I mean morality, to dead men;
as a first condition they must be alive, and the less energy there is
devoted to the struggle for mere existence, the more can be expended in developing moral character.
The spirit -of the Henry George doctrine is expressed in the

—

—

;

SONNET.

Sad

blood

inherent vices."
" In man's obedience to moral laws

!"

On

A

right.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To

sin release.

!

this

to see the

wrung

died too young

THRO'W OPEN NATURAL OPPORTUNITIES.

The more I ponder them.
The more my doubts increase.
Oh, to believe in God
Oh, that

He

upon the

efface,

conscience never can

my

Brothers

One statesman

And simple as a child
The hope of Christ embrace.

Find from

itself.

nation dead, he held alone

Though waning

father, that I could

These doubts

laughed

And hoped our

In his repentant face.

O

In days that worship might

lose the faith that leans

When England

kindly looks

And says, " Thou must believe
In God and in His grace !"
"

large.

stood for justice, and with justice

The prey from might

:

prayer

With me no peace doth dwell."

The

named, for

ah,

doubly blest are those

till

their sweet repose

broken by the warmer beam of day.

;
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The Open Court,

from

•following excerpt

we

our knowledge reaches, thus far do
;aud can hope to rule

page 1479

"So

;

own

intellectually

far as

nature,

course in the interest of humanity by

its

accommodating oitrsehes and natural events

nature's unalterable

to

laws."

and as a primary and yet vital step
in that direction, we seek to open up natural opportunities, confident that if we start right we are sure to follow up the advantage.
Will not Wheelbarrow drop his pre-conceived ideas or theories
long enough to study what it is we aim at, and then join us in this
at this, that is all,

great struggle for the rights of

man

New York

not understand

may

it

infer

field."

I

from the quotation marks that the

phrases and their sentiments are mine.
never said " morality

thrift,

and industry."

but they are

is

compound

a

economy,

of foresight,

These are useful ingredients

of character,

They are

duties to ourselves.

chieflj'

moral

in the

more important

parts prescribe the duties
to others, the higher obligations of " morality."

code indeed, but

which we owe

its

shortens, plaits, and takes in fold
garment called " morality " until it is diminished to the stature of a man whom he calls Jay Gould. Then
he insinuates that "Wheelbarrow" did the tailoring, and that

Mr. Doblin

cuts,

clips,

after fold of the spiritual

the diminished robe exactly

fits

exclaim with Cassius in the play,

wrong me Brutus
never
Is

my
'

'

pattern of morality.

you charge to me a superstructure which I
and comparisons I never thought of.
not presumptuous to sit in judgment on our fellow men,
"

;

built, for contrasts
it

the world that

tell

virtues of ourselves

awful warning

purpose of a

we

are holier than they?

"

'

Jay Gould

on the image
" Here

Is

dummy

block whereon reformers

When

to the

insolvent

He

may

dummy." Not one of them will try it
how closely it fits me." So handy is
" point a moral, and- adorn a

that

display their
it

fitted

and exclaim,

it

see

if

how

it fits

this

on himself and say, " Behold,

Wall Street

that

tale, "

curiosity to

that I sometimes think the

upon him springs from envy at his vices and his luck.
weigh my own righteousness against the sins of any man,

cast

fear to

when

I

gaze into

features of that

The

my

looking glass

ironical sentiment

marks as

I

see reflected there the

man.
if it

about contentment

came from me.

I

am

put within quo-

is

innocent of

it;

but

it

fur-

I

was a

little

'

hunger of
I was

boy.

to

I

it

"the

;

guilty person,

"open up

ever advised poverty to be thrifty in order to " relieve the

When

I

wrote this

cost in No. 85 of

I

had not

yet

The Open Coirt.

seen the letter of Rev.

Hugh

O. Pente-

not Mr. George's mo-

It is

question.

I

am

I

as anxious as

the natural opportunities," although

I

he

is

think the

We

is vague, uncertain, and misleading.
differ as to the
mea'ns by which to " open up." Tom Kennedy and I were shov-

phrase

same gang. We were working on a bit of railroad not
from Charably in Canada, and lodged in the house of a little
there. Tom was an Irishman, who reached conclusions
by the most illogical means. One night he woke up complaining
of the closeness of the room.
"We must have some fresh air,"
he said, " I'll open up the windy." Instead of doing so in a Christian manner, he picked up one of my boots and flung it through
the glass into the street, where I found it in the morning.
Tom's
conclusions were all right, but his way of reaching them was de"
"
fective.
Fresh air was a
natural opportunity
to which he was
entitled, but he had no right to obtain it by throwing another man's
Neither has Mr. George nor
boot through a third man's window.
Mr. Doblin.
"
If I should ask Mr. Doblin to " drop his pre-conceived ideas
in favor of Mr. George's theory, long enough to study ray objections
to it, he would rightly consider my demand unreasonable.
It is
not necessary to the candid study of any subject that a nian should
drop his pre-conceived ideas concerning it yet Mr. Doblin, with
complacent self esteem, demands that I drop my pre-conceived
ideas of his particular faith before I study it.
This is a concession
which no disputant has a right to ask of his antagonist. A man
who denied the efficacy of prayer was requested by the preacher
elers in the

far

Frenchman

;

to give the matter "prayerful consideration."

My
the

pre-conceived ideas of taxation leaned very

scheme

of

Henry George.

I

am

cause the study of the question leads

For instance

their justice.

mer whom

I

spoke of

confiscate his

lately.

me

to

in the case of
I

much toward

dropping some of them bedoubt their wisdom and

Thomas

Clark, the far-

think that society has no right to

farm because some other man holds land for specuTo tax it away from him by Mr. George's plan is

lative purposes.
to confiscate

it.

The Rights of Man." What man ? What are the rights of
Thomas Clark to the farm which he has literally planted in the
wilderness ? To tax the value of that farm to its full amount, the
whole of which value has been made by the hard labor of Clark,
"

would be a wrong

for

which the only

e.xcuse

would be a plea of

political insanity.

NOTES.

We

have received an interesting lecture by W. Lymington
Brown, M. D., upon Benjamin Franklin.
It is an instructive
sketch of the

life

of our great countryman, full of

many

salutary

lessons.

poverty are too great.
If I

letter killeth."

but his measures that

!

and not to me. I am on record against contentment, if by that is meant the end of aspiration for myself, or
the end of work for others.
Neither have I ever told poverty to
gamble upon what the morrow will bring forth. The odds against

*

inno-

fully agree with

dead men.

nishes a text for high grade moral reprobation, which I heartily
approve. All I ask is that the indignant " No Sir " be addressed
to the

am

that worries me.

serves the

they have

worst advantage they advertise
;

not self-

it

with the shining

should be called to his reward.

a choice article of social wickedness

is

'

Our moralizers would become

?

neighbor's fault for public reprobation.

odium

may

I

You wrong me every way, you

righteous to contrast the vices of his

tation

I

'

asked If I would have a bit of meat pie
I said "No," when I
meant "Yes," and was taken at my word. Next day I was tortured by the vision of that lost meat pie.
Towards night it occurred to me that it was useless to weep over the hunger of yesterday and I have pever done so since.
It is the hunger of to-day

tives,

have an-

"I THINK there be si.\ Richraonds
swered five, and now comes Mr. Doblin with new arguments. He
charges at an effigy of me made out of his own head, as the schoolboy made the ship. I merely call upon him to direct his lance at
tne, and not at my " Counterfeit presentment." Mr. Doblin makes
phrases, puts them into quotation marks, and then refutes their
argument. This in itself is innocent enough, but people who do

lest

never grieved over the

I

but once, and that was when

quarrel with

The Open Court; —
in the

I

"

think

I

plead guilty of advising thrift against

I

Mr. Doblin that we cannot teach morality
think with him that as a " first condition " of success in teaching, the pupils " must be alive."
As to the " spirit of the Henry George doctrine" I have no

Benj. Doblin.

Cit\\

To the Editor of

'

yesterday

to

NATURAL OPPORTUNITIES AND TOM'S BOOT.*

'

did a foolish thing.

the hunger of to-morrow.

I

?

Fraternally yours,

and

I

cent of that also, although

;

We aim

I

hunger of yesterday,"

for

Charles Eliot Norton, of Harvard, will contribute to Scrihner's
a paper upon "The Lack of Old Homes in America,"

May,

and the associations and sentiments
prived.

of

which we are thereby de-

THE OPEN COURT
We read
Pericles, in

with great pleasure and satisfaction the articles by

The Independent Pulpit.

We

have received a number of Tracts for Christians from Mr.
R. Randolph, of Philadelphia, the author of " Aspects of Human-

Among them

ity."

also

a

brochure entitled

little

Human

Faith, or Traces of Divine Mediation in

"Stages of

Intelligence."

Miss Mary Morgan (Gowan Lea) will contribute to The Open
Court a series of translations from Goethe, Rinkert, Chamisso,
Platen, Eichendorf, Ernst Schultze, Hoffmann von Hattersleben
and Paul Fleming, under the title " Gems from the German."

A new

magazine

outside of the usual line of

for teachers,

school journals, will be

commencod May

i,

i88g

It will

endeavor

work of the scientific
outlook " upon current events,
Outlook, and published by the

to interest teachers and older pupils in the

and
etc.

literary world,
It will

and present an

'

be called the Teacher's

'

Teachers' Publishing Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
In a pamphlet styled Unitarians as Congregatioua lists Mr. J.
H. Crooker, of Madison, Wis., after sketching the rise and extension of Unitarian doctrines, refers to "the issue in the West."
,

"The

only

way out

of our so-called

Western

difficulties, "

Mr. Crooker, "is in loyalty to Congregational Polity
Western Unitarianism must be left free to grow and to define
by the work of its several churches."

my brother was obliged to leave suddenly he will
have told your father how sorry he was that he could
not take any messages from you to your family." She
gave a passing look at Mrs. Rollmaus, who was sup;

porting herself with both her hands on her umbrella,

bending her head forward, not to lose a syllable that
fell from the lips of the princely ladj'.
Use mentioned
her name.
" A kind friend from the neighborhood of Rossau,
who is spending a few days near here."
Mrs. Rollmaus ducked down very low, and, almost
unconscious from terror, said "It is only three miles
from here, in Toadville ; although, if I may, by your
Highness's permission, be graciously allowed to say so,
there are no more toads there than in any other re:

spectable place."

says

" You are taking a walk," said the Princess, to
Use, " will you accompany me a little way?"
She

itself

beckoned Use to her side, placing herself between her
and the lady in waiting. Prince Victor remained behind with Mrs Rollmaus.
"

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT

*

JTA'A'/F.— Continued.

The Professor went away

the ladies talked con-

;

RoUmaus

over the family at home, during which Mrs.
could not entirely give up her scientific inves-

tigations

for, in

fidentiall}'

;

the middle of the conversation, she put

head whereupon she said,
with much delight, " There is much sincerit}' there, as
I should have supposed."
She then looked significantly at Use.
She was loquacious and flippant, but
she showed a degree of restraint which Use attributed
feel the

crown

of her

;

you with."
" Prince

"

;

;

• Translation copyrighted.

I

the

replied

beg your pardon

not satisfy me.

gentleman,

3'oung

May

;

name does

but this honorable

beg

I

know

to

the other

pressed by Very Reverend

For

?

persons would not be pleasant, and

offend princelj'

to
I

title,

would be ex-

similar to what, in the case of pastors,

am

not convers-

ant with these forms of address."
"

Rollmaus had admired the dwelling,
criticized the pictures, and felt the texture of the furniture coverings. Use pointed to the sun, which was
breaking through the clouds, and proposed that they
should walk out into the park. Mrs. Rollmaus assented with pleasure, and Use had much to do to answer the questions of the excitable lady. Then they
came to a part of the grounds which served as a
promenade at this hour for the ladies and people of
the city. "What a surprise," exclaimed Mrs. Rollmaus, suddenly seizing Use's arm, " the princely liverj'."
At a turn in the path, the hat of a lackey became visible the Princess, accompanied by Lady
Gottlinde and Pri-nce Victor, came directly towards
them. Amidst the respectful greetings of the promenaders, the princely party approached.
Use stepped
aside, and curtsied. The Princess stopped. "We were
on the point of calling on 3'ou," she began, kindly

Victor,"

carelessl}'.

to the strangeness of the place.

After Mrs.

Mrs. Rollmaus,

replied

,"

embarrassed, supporting herself on her umbrella. " I
do not really know what is the right title to address

her fingers on Use's temples, and begged permission
to

So toads are not pastured on your estate?" began

the Prince.
" No, my gracious

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
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"

ness
"

High and honorable lady, j'ou may call me Highthus we shall both have our rights."
It shall be as you command," exclaimed Mrs.

;

Rollmaus, delighted.
" You have long known the Professor's wife ?"
" From her childhood," explained Mrs. Rollmaus
" I was a friend "of her deceased mother, and I can
truly say that I have shared both happiness and sorrow with our dear Use. Prince Victor, it is impossible
;

know her

for 3^our

Highness

we

Latterly, through her learned acquaintances,

do.

to

she has come into
before her betrothal

true heart as well as

another atmosphere
it

was

clear to

me

;

that

but long
it

would

be a match."
" Good," said the Prince.

main

in.

"

How

" Only until the end of the

week

prefers the country to the city, which

dered at

long do you

re-

the neighborhood?"

;

he has not the inclination

pursuits by which

I

am

inspired.

;

is

for

Rollmaus

not to be won-

for intellectual

For

this

there

is

1
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5 Ho

more opportunity

in the city, although one, even in
the country, can make one's observations on heads

and other natural objects."
" The weather is changeable

is your
carriage
closed?" interrupted the Prince.
" It is a britscka, with a leather top to it," replied
Mrs. Rollmaus. " I must honestly avow to you that
it has been quite an unexpected pleasure to me that
this visit has afforded the opportunity of seeing your
Highness, for I have heard very much of you."
" I should be very grateful to you," replied the

Prince, "if you would kindly

tell

;

me what you have

have hitherto believed that my reputation
was not b)' any means so bad as it might be."
" No one, however noble he may be, can escape
calumny." exclaimed Mrs. Rollmaus, eagerly " they
talk of tricks.
I fear your Highness will take it amiss
if I mention this gossip."
" Tell me something of it," replied the Prince,
"whatever it may be."
"They maintain that your Highness is convivial
and lives quite boisterously, and other things which it
would be unpleasant for me to repeat."
heard.

I

;

"

Go

on," said the Prince, cheerfully.

"That your Highness makes
" That
coachman

He

courageous

somewhat
indulges him much."
"

is

"Believe
"

it is

fools of other people."

" Is your

me

man?"

surly even with

Rollmaus,

who

Mrs. Rollmaus," continued the Prince,

a sorrowful business to be a prince.

Disquiet

from morning to evening. Every one will have someand no one brings anything except bills. Thus all
gaiety is sacrificed, one becomes sad, and slinks about
through the bushes. My favorite recreation is a little
quiet conversation in the evening with my old nurse
and instructress, the widowed Cliquot, and to play a
little 'patience.' Then one counts the good works that
one has done during the day, sig-hs that they are so
few, and looks for one's boot-jack. We are the victims of our position. If there is anything I envy the

thing,

Professor's wife,

worthy man,

it

whom

is
I

her servant Gabriel, a trust-

recommend

to

your favorable

attention."
" I know him," replied Mrs. Rollmaus
" I must
acknowledge that the autobiography which you have
given me agrees with all that I have discovered from
the structure of your Highness's head, so far as your
hat does not deprive one of the sight of it, which
;

indeed

is

very

much

the case."

would be thankful to my cranium," muttered the
-Prince, " if it would lead everyone to believe my words
as easily as you do."
" As long as I live, it will be a pleasure as well as a
souvenir to me," continued Mrs. Rollmaus, with an
"

I

hours."

Prince Victor gave Mrs. Rollmaus a look of friendly
benevolence.
"

never allow you to buy

will

I

my

portrait.

I

beg

permission to send you a copy as a remembrance.
is,

unfortunately, not so true as

painter has

made me

I

:

it

I

am

It

The

could wish.

too large, and

content with the costume

not quite

looks like a clerg}'man's

gown.
Meanwhile I beg you kindly to imagine it
without this superfluity. Has the Chief Inspector
Rollmaus good horses? Does he raise them himself?
" Always, your Highness, he is famed for it among
the neighbors."

The Prince turned with

fresh interest towards the

little lady.

"

Perhaps one could transact some business with

him.

grievous," replied the Prince.

is

a

ambulatory curtsy, " to have been brought by accident
to this intimate intercourse with your Highness, the remembrance of which I will, if I may be allowed to say
so, recall to myself by your Highness's picture, which
I hope may be had in the shops.
I shall place myself
before it when I am in the singular number, as now
my son Karl does with his grammar, and think of past

am looking out for some strong saddle-horses.
kind of a man is he to deal with?" he asked,

I

What

frankly.

"He is a very sharp tradesman," replied Mrs.
Rollmaus, hesitatingly, and looking at the Prince with
" He is considered by his acquaintances
secret pity.
as an expert in horses,

and

— and,

if I

may

say so

—

is

rather knowing."

The Prince pursed up

his lips, bringing out a

sound

almost like a suppressed whistle.

"Then he
and

is

very unlike the highly honored

shall hardly

I

Would

it

lady,,

be able to do business with him.

not give the Professor's wife pleasure

tO'

you for a few days in the village of toads? "
"It would be the greatest pleasure to us," exclaimed Mrs. Rollmaus, "but the house is empty, and
is not furnished, and we must manage as best we can,
and the victuals, too, as a rule, are cold."
"Only in case of extreme necessity, I mean."
Meanwhile Use was walking by the side of the
Princess through the groups of citizens making their
obeisances, but her heart was not so light as that of

visit

Mrs. Rollmaus.

upon

The Princess spoke kindly

to her, but

and she turned frequently to
the other side to her lady. It was clearly not her wish
to enter into more conversation with Use than was absolutely necessary. Use saw clearly that it was a show
indifferent subjects,

of favor before the world; she felt the intention of

and asked herself secretly why

it,

was necessary, and
her pride revolted at this graciousness, which did not
come from the heart. The Princess kept Use for some
time in the most crowded part of the promenade.
it
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"I leave the palace to-day," said the Princess,
" and go for a few days or weeks into the coimtr}-.
Perhaps I shall have the pleasure of seeing j-ou

vice; shall

I

ask her? "

The woman stepped

there."

At parting Prince Victor took
but only said

"

:

The

air is

Use brooded over

hat politely,

off his

becoming

sultrj^"

this little incident as she returned

from behind the
and raised her
handkerchief. Use rose and looked annoyed on the
sharp features of the withered face.

She answered

"

The gipsy

"

A

with her companion to the Pavillion.

and only gave a half-look

many

whom now

of

took

at

off their

the promenaders,

cake of the palace, and

still

away

in

more the princely personher best humor, whilst

Use looked seriously down.
"I have seen some of the princelj' personages, and
I

should

now

like to see the fortune-teller.

It is re-

markable, dear Use, that my valuable connection with
the Professor always brings in question the power of
soothsaying.
riosity that

object to
ciently

It is really

me

how

wish

I

to

to learn

not from inconsiderate cu-

question this person.

about

this will all be.

It is

my

future.

For

to a certain extent

I

know

no

suffi-

we

under natural conditions first the children come,
then they grow up, one becomes older, and if one does
not die too young, one lives a little longer. That has
never been inscrutable to me, and I do not know what a
person could now discover for me. It would, therefore,
be some misfortune that would come to pass, and I do
not wish to have that prophesied.
I wish it only for
the sake of instruction, to find out whether such a person knows more than we others. For in our days
there are doubts about the powers of soothsaying, and
I myself have never had a presentiment, except once,
when I had the toothache, and dreamt that I smoked
a pipe, which took place and had a nauseous effect
but this cannot be called wonderful."
live

;

;

"

Perhaps the fortune-teller knows more than oth"because shehas somehow

ers," replied Use, absently,

made
"

herself acquainted with their history."

have thought of something," cried Mrs. Rollmaus "I would ask her about the silver soup-ladle,
which, in an inexplicable way, disappeared from our
I

;

kitchen."

"What

will

the lady give

me

if

I tell

her?" asked

a hollow voice.

Mrs. Rollmaus started.

At the corner

house
from her
shoulders hung a ragged cloak, her head was covered
with a dark handkerchief, from under which two flashing ej'es were fixed upon the ladies.
Mrs. Rollmaus
stood a large

woman behind

of the

the flower-pots

;

"

!

tinkering

she exclaimed, stepping back.

woman

!

"

exclaimed Mrs. Rollmaus,

displeased; "the secret knowledge of such as she

is,

connected with poultry-stealing, and worse things.
First they steal and conceal, and then tell where the
is

hats to her.

Gabriel had prepared some coffee in honor of
Mrs. Rollmaus, and had set the table in front of the
door. There the ladies sat down.
Mrs. Rollmaus
looked enchanted at the blooming azaleas, praised the
ages, and chatted

cautiouslj-

plants, placed herself in front of Use,

the animated questions of Mrs. Rollmaus absent-mindedly,
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seized Use's arm, and cried out, terrified: "There is
the fortune- teller herself, dear Use.
I beg your ad-

stolen propert)' is."

The stranger paid no

attention to the attack of Mrs.

Rollmaus.
" You have hunted my people like the foxes in the
wood; the frost has killed them; your watchmen have
imprisoned them, and those that still live lie within
walls, clinking their chains; I rove alone through the
country.
Do not think of what was done by the men
that night, think only of what I predicted.
Has it
not come to pass ? You look on the stone house opposite, and you see how slowly he comes along the
gravel-path, to the room in which the naked boy
hangs on the ceiling."
Use's countenance changed.
" I do not understand what you mean.
Only one
thing I see, that you are no stranger here."
" Many years have my feet ghded through the

snow," continued the gipsy, " since
the doors of these black creatures."

She pointed
"

Now

I

passed through

to the angels holding tulip wreaths.

disease has

come upon me."

She_ stretched out her hand:
" Give to ihe sick woman of the high road, who
once went on the same path that you are now tread-

ing."

The color rose in Use's cheeks; she gazed fixedl}'
on the beggar wgman, and shook her head.
" It is not money that I want from you," continued
" Entreat the spirit of this house for me,
the gipsy.
if he should appear to you.
I am weary, and seek
rest for

my

head.

Tell

him that the strange woman

on whom he hung this token," she pointed to her neck,
"begs for his help."
Use stood motionless; her cheeks glowed and her
eyes flashed angrily on the woman.
"What will you give to find your silver again ? "
asked the beggar, in an altered tone, turning to Mrs.
Rollmaus.
"So you are the fortune-teller ? " said Mrs. Rollmaus, angrily, " and not a penny will I give you.
Any one who examined your head would find a fine
organism there. I have often heard such gibberish.
Awa3' with you before the police come. One of your
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my head-maid that she would
marry a landed proprietor, and I was obliged to dismiss her, though she had been very useful. She
began to attack even Rollmaus himself, although he
only laughed at her. Go, we will have nothing to do
people prophesied to

with you."
"

"

Think

of

my

request," cried the stranger to Use.

The gipsy turned away and disappeared behind

the

house.
"

They

scamps," said Mrs. Rollmaus, deeply

are
'•

irritated.

beggar woman has said."
" She knows this house, she knew well what she
says," said Use, faintly.
" Naturally," exclaimed Mrs.
all

own

thievish tricks.

my

suspicion of her as regards
the famous fortune-teller

make any

care to
I

Rollmaus; " they rove

the crevices, they have a

do not
have a great

for other people's business, but

their

I

am

I

soup-ladle.

If this is

so disgusted as not to

further inquiries.

Ah! and you

also,

see."
''I

to the

arm

know

the

woman,"

band who

of

me

my

replied Use; " she belongs

stole our children,

Felix.

Now

and wounded the

her uncanny figure comes be-

and her dark words excite horror
She threatens to return, and terror seizes me
lest this woman should once more come upon me unawares.
I must away from here."
Use hastened into the house, Mrs. Rollmaus followed her, and said, kindly:
" If she comes again, she shall be sent away.
The
fore
in

like a spirit,

me.

way

best

of dealing

with these prognosticators

imprison them with bread and water."
Use stood in the sitting-room looking

is

to

me

to

my

timidly

upon her was the master
and when she spoke those wild words
the cross

at the gate of the

farm yard, she did not mean

Felix."
"

The Intendant looked
"

She meant eight

shillings,

and nothing more,"

said Mrs. Rollmaus, consolingly.
" How dare she compare my life with hers?

Highness, the deceased
took compassion on a gipsy girl whose
mother had died on the high road. She had the crea-

was amusing, and seemed
promise well, she was at last taken into the castle
and employed in^small services; but she has badly repaid this generous treatment. At a time of heavy affliction in the castle, this person fell back into the habits of
her childhood; she took to stealing, and disappeared.
To-day, one of the servants recognized the maiden in
this strange woman.
His Highness, the gracious
Prince, who is ailing, was informed of this by his valet
and was much excited by it. Search is being made
through all the streets and roads for the stranger."
The old man took leave. He looked gloomily after
him; but she said with more composure to Mrs. Rollmaus:
"This accounts for the language of the stroller,
which sounded different to that of begging people in
general, and it accounts for her wish to receive the
pardon of the Prince."
But now Mrs. Rollmaus in her turn became depressed and sad.
"Ah, dear Use if the witch has really lived here
ture instructed, and, as she

!

these distinguished people, she

How

may know many

things that have happened in this house; for people

and they say that in former
The house is not
to blame, nor are we; it is only because the Hereditary Prince has gone to your father, and you knew him
at the University, that people shake their heads at
it,'

times princely mistresses lived here.

it

;

it is

idle gossip."

"What

know whether the lord of this house attends
words ?"
Mrs. Rollmaus endeavored in vain to tranquilize
her, by sensible observations upon the worthlessness
of these female vagabonds.
Use looked down, with
her hands folded, and the consolatory speeches of her
worthy friend were spoken in vain.
Strange voices were heard in the house; Gabriel
opened the door, and announced the Intendant. The

my

disturbed, as he continued:

long time ago, her

Princess,

seizing the

does she
to

A

do not speak well of

He who hung

of this castle;

My

most gracious master has commanded me to
woman has been begging
here.
She has slipped into the castle, obtained access
to the Princess, and frightened her, just when her
Highness was departing for the country. His Highness wishes to warn you against the stranger she is
a dangerous person."
"She was here," replied Use, "and talked wildly;
she showed that she knew the house."
"

among

about her.
"

entered the room officiously and begged to be
for the interruption.

to

about and peep through

good memory

man

inquire whether a strolling

Believe nothing of what they say to you.

This one talks worse nonsense than the others. I
really believe, dear Use, you take to heart what this

remember

old

excused

—

shall return."

I
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"

gossip?" exclaimed Use,
hand of Mrs. Rollmaus.

They say

that

in a

you are the cause

Prince coming into our country.
if

;

of

of the

We

you were to visit your father
ney, as was intended
but I really
as the Prince is there, it would be
remain here, or anywhere else. It is

joice

hoarse voice,

Hereditary

should

all re-

before you jourbelieve, as long

better for

you

to

only for the sake

prudence," she continued, soothingly, "and you

must not take

it

to heart."
(

To be continued.')

THK OPEN
BOOK REVIEWS.
Proceedings of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences.
Vol. IV, (1882-84), Vol. V, part

I (1884-89).
Davenport, Iowa.
Published by the Academy.
Before coming to Davenport a few weeks ago we were unaware of the value of its Mu^um. Having been asked by an acquaintance to visit the place we were fortunate enough to find in

W. H.

the venerable curator, Mr.
astic guide,

who

is

Pratt, a friendly

and enthusi-

ever willing to show and explain the collections

under his care to interested visitors. In some departments the
Davenport Museum of Natural Sciences is undoubtedly the richest
west of Chicago; as to the number of mound builder's pipes,
among them the much disputed elephant pipes, it takes first rank,
having not less than sixty, while the next largest collection extant

—

contains but forty.

We

cannot repeat here the interesting remarks

Mentor concerning this
but would refer students

of our
lets

and the noteworthy tabto the extensive and apparently
the same, prepared by the late Mr. C. E.

thorough vindication of

Putnam,

The

collection

in the latter part of Vol. IV, of the proceedings.

collection of skulls, taken

from mounds and from more

itself.
The entomological department, the herbarium, and the great mass of archaeological

recent burial places,

is

a study in

would be attractive to any specialist, not to speak of other
treasures hoarded together in that snug little building.
There is a
sort of scientific air about it, which makes itself especially felt in
the library room
it is just the place for lectures on scientific subjects to a select circle; and the student who may have leisure to go
there in the morning or afternoon, will find the much needed quiet
relics
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Unh'ersalisin, U'hat it is and ll'hnt it is good for, is a prize essay
by Rev. O. Cone, D. D., president of Buchtel College. It is an
exposition of "the Christian doctrine known as universalism,"
which is now preached in " one thousand parishes," and taught in
"four colleges" and "three Theological Seminaries." (Phila-

delphia: Universalist Convention.)
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conclude that geology, archaeol-

and ornithology are favorite branches of study among the
members of the Davenport Academy and a glance at thfi above
named volumes of proceedings shows the two most extensive articles to be one on ancient pottery (illustrated) by Wm. H. Holmes
in Vol. IV, and one on the birds of Iowa by Chas. R. Keyes
and H. S. Williams in Vol. V. It is almost unnecessary to add
that it will pay any scientist who happens to come to Davenport,
to inspect the
Academy of Sciences " on Brady street.
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Mr. Courtlandt Palmer,
who presided at the meeting, are likewise included. The debate
between these three gentlemen, for such it was, is well worth
reading, and although from the colloquial form in which it is cast,
it has not the literary charm that marks the written compositions
of either of the eminent speakers, its dash and general inpromptu
of the late

character afford a pleasing substitute.
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The Root of the Temperanee Problem a lecture by J. H.
Crocker, Madison, Wis. is now circulated in pamphlet form.
Mr. Crocker's remarks embrace a brief survey of the temperance
The writer advocates that there can be no genuine tem" Subperance reform apart from the general advance of society.

problem.
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must come, can only come, from that regeneraman's nature which consists in that spiritual emancipation
where reason and conscience prevail over appetite and which will
be brought about by all those educational influences which add to
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Why
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Hon Frederic R. Coudert, Ex-Gov.
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This discussion was held before the Nineteenth Century Club
of New York, at the Metropolitan Opera House. It is now printed
in pamphlet form from a stenographical report, and comprises
forty-four pages.
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